EZ Port® 2i
how fun gets on the water

There’s a beautiful simplicity to being out on the water. Your cares and your
troubles just seem to fade into the distance, carried away effortlessly by
the wind and the wake of your PWC as it dashes across the water.
At EZ Dock®, we believe that launching and landing your PWC should feel
just as relaxing and effortless — which is why we created the EZ Port 2i,
the drive-on PWC port that launched our line of PWC ports.

See the EZ Port 2i in action

Features and Benefits:
• UV-16-protected, rotationally molded polyethylene
• Industry-leading impact resistance requires no
environmentally harmful foam filling
• Patented understructure creates a stable and durable
walking and porting surface
• Adjustable rollers adapt to all PWC brands and hull designs
for effortless porting and launching
• Optional bolt-on bow stop for added security (coming in 2019)
• Seamlessly connects to any EZ Dock system
• Connects to any existing dock system or can be secured to

Visit the EZ Dock YouTube channel to see why the
EZ Port 2i was the first and is still the best.

the shore or lakebed without a dock
• Keeps any PWC high and dry, protecting your investment
• Available in beige or gray

The EZ Port 2i’s revolutionary design makes driving on smooth and effortless — just Idle up, ease into the throttle, then
roll to the front of the port.

EZ Port revolutionized docking and launching with the EZ Port 2i, the original drive-on
PWC port. This patented, top-of-the-line PWC port is the simplest and most durable
drive-on, push-off method of dry docking. Its single-piece, self-centering design with split
entry and self-adjusting rollers makes loading and unloading smooth and effortless, even
for beginner PWC operators.

MODEL DESCRIPTION
EZ PORT 2I

SKU

DIMENSIONS

AREA

FLOTATION
CAPACITY

WEIGHT

206036PW (BEIGE)

168” x 58.5” x 14.625”
(4.3 m x 1.5 m x 38 cm)

68 sq ft
(6.3 sq m)

1,700 lbs.
(771 kg)

350 lbs.
(159 kg)

206036PW-EZGR (GRAY)

Innovative Design for Smooth and
Effortless Drive-on

Integrated
mooring holes
with caps

Adjustable roller system
accommodates multiple
hull shapes

Integrated bow helps
prevent overshooting

Self-aligning and selfcentering rollers move
laterally for easy entry

Split-entry design guides
the PWC onto the port

Sample Configurations
The EZ Port 2i is compatible with any traditional floating dock, fixed dock or EZ Dock system and uses uniquely designed couplers
that make it easy to add more ports as your needs change.

EZ Dock continues to lead the industry with a full line of the simplest, most durable
and innovative drive-on, push-off PWC ports, like the EZ Port 2i. This patented,
top-of-the line, self-centering drive-on port features a split entry and self-adjusting
rollers that make loading and unloading of PWCs smooth and effortless.

LOW-MAINTENANCE & BAREFOOT FRIENDLY
• EZ Dock’s polyethylene docks are durable and slip resistant
• Won’t splinter or rot, never needs to be painted
• Cleans easily with soap and water
• U V-16 ultraviolet provides long-term protection against fading, cracking and
degradation from the sun
• Protected by an eight-year limited warranty

ADAPTABLE DESIGN
• Unique design delivers outstanding load capacity, functionality, and safety
• Compatible for use with a variety of dock sections, boat/PWC lifts, and kayak launches
• Easily customizable design to make your perfect waterfront retreat

FLEXIBLE FLOTATION TECHNOLOGY
• Flotation chamber and pylon design provide additional stability on the water
• Constructed for optimal strength and structural integrity
• Dock sections adapt easily to changing water conditions and levels

INNOVATIVE COUPLING
• Made of recycled materials
• Nuts and bolts made of heavy-duty, rust-resistant composite
• Strength and durability even in the harshest weather conditions

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT EZ DOCK PWC PORTS, GO TO EZ-DOCK.COM OR
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL EZ DOCK DEALER.

Make your waterfront the one place you can leave all your
worries behind. When all you want to do is escape and enjoy
the water, the EZ Port 2i makes getting in and out of port as
smooth as your PWC gliding effortlessly through the waves.
For more information about the EZ Port 2i, visit ez-dock.
com or contact your local EZ Dock dealer.

EZ Dock, Inc
878 HWY 60
Monett, MO 65708
1-417-235-2223 1-800-654-8168
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